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8001: BEAUTIFUL SILVER-PLATED TANKARD USD 500 - 800

With raised design of children figures in relief all around the body, depicting a scene of picking grapes from vines for wine making.
Flanked by a high handle, a spout and a hinged cover with a child holding a bundle of wheats as finial.H: 9 1/2 in.

8002: PAIR OF FRENCH SEVRES COBALT BLUE BACKGROUND VASES USD 1,000 - 1,500

Converted as lamps. Each vase is beautifully hand-painted with a panel of a love scene, and a panel of landscape at the back with
gilt details. Flanked on the two sides by lion head ring as handles. Each vase is mounted on a gilt bronze base.Total Height: 25 1/2
in.Vase Only: H: 14 in.

8003: SILVER-PLATED TANKARD USD 500 - 800

With a beautiful design in relief of a wine making scene around the body with raised figures of immortals picking grapes, making
wine. Flanked by a high handle and a hinged cover with a child figure as finial.H: 13 in.

8004: BEAUTIFUL GILT BRONZE ORNAMENTAL WINE COOLER USD 500 - 800

Flanked by two nymphs on the sides as high handles. Beautifully decorated with raised cherubim and birds around the body.
Mounted on an ebonized plinth.With Plinth: H: 13 1/2 in.Without Plinth: H: 12 in.

8005: EBONIZED WOOD AND PORCELAIN CENTER TABLE USD 1,000 - 2,000

Raised on three curved legs with beautiful gilt bronze details. With a finely hand-painted porcelain charger on the top center that
depicts a maiden bidding farewells to ships, with a glass top.

8006: BEAUTIFUL GILTWOOD AND PORCELAIN CENTER TABLE USD 1,000 - 1,500

Raised on three curved legs with carved details. Decorated with a beautiful hand-painted porcelain plaque in the top center that
depicts mermaids seducing a man on the boat.

8007: PAIR OF CAST SILVER-PLATED SHEFFIELD CANDLESTICKS USD 200 - 500

Each with shaped, square based with four cast lions and rococo details. Decorations continues up the column. The circular sconces
shaped as a blossoming flower. H: 13 1/2 in.

8008: PAIR OF MASSIVE CHINESE CLOISONNE FOO LIONS USD 1,000 - 1,500

Each is seated on a rectangular base. The pair includes a male and female foo lion. The mail with all ball under paw and the female
is with a cub under paw. H: 30 in. W: 15 1/4 in. Depth: 23 1/4 in.
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8009: FRENCH SEVRES PORCELAIN VASE MOUNTED AS LAMP USD 500 - 1,000

Beautifully hand-painted with a love scene. Painted on the neck and the bottom of the splayed feet with gilt details against a cobalt
blue background. Flanked by two gilt bronze ring handles on the sides and mounted on a gilt bronze plinthTotal Height: 33 in.Vase
Only: 14 1/2 in.

8010: GILT BRONZE CENTERPIECE WITH A MIRROR PLATEAU USD 1,000 - 2,000

A circular mirror plateau on the bottom mounted with a gilt bronze frame that is raised on three short legs. Flanked by a fluted dish in
the middle and a flaring glass vase of bacarrat design in the center. H: 18 1/2 in.

8011: ENGLISH GEORGIAN SILVER-PLATED CENTERPIECE USD 1,000 - 2,000

With a copper-alloy base that is raised on four lion paw legs. Flanked by four detachable, upswept branches on each side in which
each holds a smaller glass bowl. Seated with a large matching glass bowl on top.H: 11 in.

8012: FRENCH SEVRES SKY BLUE BACKGROUND LIDDED VASE USD 300 - 600

Beautifully hand-painted with a panel of a love scene with a panel of landscape scene on the body with gilt details; against a
beautiful light blue background. Flanked by two gilt bronze lion-head ring handles. Mounted on a bronze plinth. (Lid is restored).Total
Height: 19 in.Without Plinth: 17 1/2 in.

8013: ENGLISH SILVER-PLATED CENTERPIECE USD 300 - 800

Each with shaped, floral shaped base with details. Flanked by a tall column with four swirling, up-swept arm in which each holds a
smaller glass blow. Seated on top center with a larger, matching glass bowl.H: 16 1/2 in. W: 21 in.

8014: PAIR OF BRONZE FIGURES OF CHERUB MOUNTED AS LAMPS USD 500 - 800

Each cherub is holding a bouquet of blossoming flowers, mounted on a gilded metal plinth. Flanked by an tall and long extended
column to hold the light. With a pair of matching salmon pink lamp shades.Total Height: 19 in.Figure Only: H: 10 in.

8015: PAIR OF FIVE-BRANCH BRONZE CANDLELABRA USD 300 - 500

Each with a fluted, circular base. The fluted column is flanked by five upswept arms with floral shaped sconces. Decorated with a
crystal column in the top center.H: 13 1/2 in.
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8016: A BRONZE FIGURAL GROUP OF A MOTHER AND A CHILD USD 500 - 800

Modeled as a mother embracing her child, while holding a book in her hand. Mounted on a plinth.H: 14 in.

8017: P.H. MOUREY FRENCH GILT-BRONZE MANTEL CLOCK USD 2,000 - 3,000

With a gilt bronze case, clock face with roman numerals. Beautifully decorated with a goddess figure on top center, with two
cherubim on the sides with great details. Seated on top of a plinth. Signed on the back to read PH. MOUREY 66.Total Height: 24 1/2
in.Clock Only: H: 23 in. 

8018: EARLY 19TH C. FRENCH GILTBRONZE MANTEL CLOCK USD 700 - 1,000

With a gilt-bronze case, dial with roman numeral markers. Raised on four curved legs with delicate details. Adorned with a figure of a
beauty on top right with blossoming flowers details. H: 18 in.

8019: EARLY 19TH C. FRENCH MANTEL CLOCK BY HONORE PONS USD 3,000 - 4,000

After Regency Era (1811 - 1820). A beautiful white marble mantel clock adorned with gilt-bronze details. Flanked by two bronze
angel figures on top. A mark inside of the clock to read Medaille d'Argent, Paris 1823. H: 23 in.

8020: EBONIZED CARVED WOOD AND PORCELAIN CENTER TABLE USD 1,000 - 1,200

Raised on three legs in which each has a carved creature head. Flanked with a tall center column to hold a beautiful hand-painted
charger in top center that depicts a lover's scene. With a glass top.

8021: PAIR OF BRONZE CANDLESTICKS LUSTERS USD 200 - 500

Each is raised on a square, white marble plinth. Seated on top with a detailed, gilt bronze figural group of a boy and a girl, against a
leafy background. Flanked by an extended column with a single sconce on top; adorned with a gilt bronze band with crystal drops.H:
16 in.

8022: PAIR OF FRENCH GILT BRONZE FIVE-ARM CANDELABRA USD 1,800 - 2,200

Each is with a circular gilt bronze plinth with four knobs on the bottom. Seated on top with a bronze figure of goddess in a flowing
dress; and holding aloft a five light gilt bronze candelabrum.H: 31 1/2 in.
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8023: REED & BARTON SILVERPLATED CENTERPIECE USD 700 - 1,000

Raised on a circular base with rococo details. Extended with reticulated column which flanked by two candlesticks on the sides with
floral sconces. Seated on top center with a glass bowl.H: 15 in.

8024: BEAUTIFUL JAPANESE GILDED PORCELAIN JAR USD 300 - 500

Beautifully hand-painted with enameled blossoming tree around the bulbous body, against a golden brown background. Mark to the
base.H: 8 1/2 in.

8025: EBONIZED CARVED WOODEN FIRESCREEN USD 200 - 500

Beautifully hand-painted with two majestic peacocks amongst a magical, blossoming forest; carved with magnificent details around
the wooden frame.

8026: HAND-CARVED MAHOGANY FIRESCREEN USD 500 - 800

The mahogany wooden frame is beautifully carved rococo details. Framed with a magnificent needlepoint scene of a white parrot,
perching on a weaved basket that is full of blossoming flowers.

8027: MAGNIFICENT LARGE MAJOLICA VASE USD 2,000 - 3,000

Mounted with pierced paw-footed bases, handles and rims. Beautifully painted with multi-color, raised enamel of a noble warrior,
blowing a horn. Signed on the body to read A. Cebanglle. Flanked by two lion head ring handles. H: 26 1/2 in.

8028: MASSIVE MAJOLICA COBALT BLUE BACKGROUND EWER USD 1,000 - 1,200

Magnificently hand-painted on the bulbous body with two cameos of immortal scenes with gods and goddesses, against a beautiful
cobalt blue background.

8029: FRENCH SEVRES COBALT BLUE BACKGROUND COVERED VASE USD 300 - 400

Flanked by two gilt bronze high handles on the sides with a face of nymph. Beautifully hand-painted with a cameo of a love scene in
the front; and a cameo of a landscape scene on the back. Mounted on a gilt bronze plinth. (Restored)Total Height: 20 in.Vase Only:
H: 19 in.

8030: FRENCH SEVRES COBALT BLUE GROUND VASE USD 800 - 1,200

Converted as a lamp. Flanked by two bronze handles on the sides, with faces of nymph. Beautifully hand-painted with a noble scene
with gilt details on the body in the front; with a cameo of blossoming flowers on the back. Mounted on a bronze plinth. Total Height:
29 1/2 in.Vase Only: H: 17 1/2 in.
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8031: PAIR OF FRENCH SEVRES CRANBERRY RED GROUND VASES USD 1,500 - 1,800

Converted to lamps. Each vase is beautifully hand-painted with a panel of love scene, and a on the body with exquisite gilt details;
against the cranberry red background. Mounted on a bronze plinth. Total Height (of each): 24 3/4 in.Vase Only: H: 18 in.

8032: MAGNIFICENT JAPANESE SATSUMA FIGURAL GROUP USD 600 - 1,000

Modeled as two immortals riding clouds, and overlooking the mundane world. Beautifully painted with magnificent enamel and gilt
details. A gilded stamp mark to the bottom. H: 13 in.

8033: BEAUTIFUL IMPERIAL JAPANESE SATSUMA CENSER USD 500 - 800

Raised on three curved legs, with a melon-shaped body. Beautifully painted with gilt details of blossoming flowers. With a reticulated
silver cover and a mark on the bottom. H: 8 in.

8034: PAIR OF MAGNIFICENT JAPANESE SATSUMA VASES USD 1,000 - 1,200

Each vase is beautifully painted with figural scene with gilt details around the bulbous body, and flanked by a flaring mouth. Each has
a mark on the bottom. With wooden stands. Total Height: 17 3/4 in.Vase Only: Height: 14 1/4 in.

8035: 19TH C. FRENCH SEVRES COBALT BLUE BACKGROUD VASE USD 500 - 1,000

Converted as a lamp. Beautifully hand-painted on the body with a cameo of a love scene in the front; with a cameo of a landscape
scene at the back, with gilt details. Mounted on a gilt bronze plinth. Total Height: 29 3/4 in.Vase Only: H: 17 in.

8036: MAGNIFICENT GILT BRONZE MANTEL CLOCK USD 800 - 1,200

With a gilt bronze case with great details, clockk dial with roman numeral markings. Adorned with a figure of a nobleman sitting on
top, sitting on a tree trunk, and playing with a bird. H: 18 in.

8037: EUROPEAN METAL AND GILT BRONZE MANTEL CLOCK USD 800 - 1,200

Raised on four gilt bronze legs, with a wooden case that decorated with magnificent gilt bronze details. Beautifully adorned atop with
a figure of a noble woman on a boat, contemplating.H: 19 in.

8038: IMPOSING JAPANESE KUTANI COVERED JAR USD 1,000 - 2,000

Beautifully painted with gilt details of a pond scene, with cranes and birds around the body. Flanked by two handles on the shoulder.
Flanked by three-fan atop of the cover as finial. Mark on the base. H: 30 1/2 in.
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8039: GILT BRONZE AND WHITE MARBLE SIX-ARM CANDELSTICK USD 600 - 800

Mounted on a white marble base with two paw-leg foot. Seated atop with a bronze figure of a nymph in flowing dress holding a
six-arm candlestick. H: 32 in.

8040: GILT BRONZE SEVEN-ARM CANDELABRUM USD 500 - 800

Mounted on a gilt bronze plinth, with three legs of rococo design. Extended with a column of the same design in the center that is
flanked by seven-arm candelabrum.H: 27 3/4 in.

8041: PAIR OF FRENCH SEVRES BLUE GROUND LIDDED VASES USD 1,500 - 2,000

Of 19th Century, and both urns are converted as lamps. Each urn is flanked by two gilt bronze lion ring handles on the sides;
beautifully hand-painted with a cameo of a love scene on the body in the front, and a cameo of a landscape scene at the back.
Mounted on a gilt bronze plinth. Total Height: 32 in.Vase Only: H: 16 in.

8042: FRENCH SEVRES WHITE GROUND VASE, CONVERTED TO LAMP USD 300 - 500

Converted to lamp. Flanked by gilt bronze lion head handles on the sides. Finely hand-painted with a lover's scene and a landscape
scene with gilt details on the bulbous body. Mounted on a gilt bronze plinth. Total Height: 27 3/4 in.Vase Only: H: 14 in.

8043: PAIR OF CRYSTAL LAMPS WITH LUSTERS USD 600 - 800

Each is with a circular bronze base, seated atop with a center column which flanked by two upswept arms of candlesticks, with clear
glass shades. Adorned with crystal drops all around.H: 16 1/2 in.

8044: A BEAUTIFUL GILT BRONZE CHERUB LAMP USD 700 - 1,000

A gilt bronze figure of a cherub in great details is seated atop a rococo motif base with magnificent details. Extended with a long,
leafy column that flanked by a bulbous glass bulb with an extended column with two light bulbs on top.H: 43 in.

8045: PAIR OF GILT BRONZE VASES WITH BLOSSOMING FLOWERS USD 700 - 1,000

Each gilt bronze vase is with magnificent details, flanked by a tall stem of blossoming bouquet of flowers. Mounted on a square gilt
bronze plinth. H: 33 in.

8046: GILT BRONZE & WHITE MARBLE LAMP USD 400 - 600

The circular white marble base is decorated with gilt bronze details. Flanked by a central column with three-arm candelabrum,
decorated with a white, cylindrical lamp shade.
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8047: BEAUTIFUL GILT BRONZE AND CRYSTAL CENTERPIECE USD 1,000 - 1,800

Raised on a rectangular gilt bronze pedestal base, supports a cut crystal bowl, and flanked by scroll handles. H: 14 in. W: 22 in.

8048: 19TH C. ENGLISH BEAUTIFUL WOODEN BOX WITH INLAYS USD 800 - 1,000

The beautiful wooden case is decorated with inlays. Two hinged front doors open up to three drawers. The inside of the front door is
adorned with a dark green leather with gilt details. H: 14 1/4 in. W: 13 in. Depth: 10 in.

8049: MAGNIFICENT GILT BRONZE MANTEL CLOCK USD 800 - 1,200

Gilt bronze clock case with magnificent details and raised on scrolling feet. Clock dial with roman numeral markings; and adorned
with a figural group on top of lovers.H: 18 1/2 in.

8050: CUT CRYSTAL CENTERPIECE WITH BONBON DISH USD 300 - 500

Mounted on a white marble plinth, flanked by a gilt bronze luster that adorns with drop crystals. Seated atop with a beautiful cut
crystal bonbon dish.H: 15 in.

8051: FRENCH SEVRES WHITE BACKGROUND PORCELAIN VASE USD 500 - 800

Converted as a lamp. The white background porcelain vase is finely hand-painted with gilt details of a figural scene around the
bulbous body. Mounted on a gilt bronze plinth. Total Height: 27 1/4 in.Vase Only: H: 13 1/4 in.

8052: FRENCH SEVRES COBALT BLUE VASE, CONVERTED AS LAMP USD 500 - 800

Mounted on a gilt bronze plinth. The vase is flanked by two gilt bronze soldiers as handles on the sides. Beautifully hand-painted with
gilt details of a cameo of a noble scene on the body in the front; and a cameo of blossoming flowers on the back, against a beautiful
cobalt blue background.Total Height: 27 1/2 in.Vase Only: H: 11 in.

8053: REX A PARK MOVEMENT GILT BRONZE MANTEL CLOCK USD 800 - 1,000

Raised on scrolling legs, gilt bronze case with magnificent details. Clock dial with roman numeral markings. Adorned atop with a
figure of a nobleman. Movement made by Rex A Park.H: 17 1/2 in.

8054: FRENCH GILT BRONZE AND CLOISONNE CLOCK USD 1,200 - 1,500

Gilt bronze and glass case decorated with cloisonne details, flanked by four columns. Flanked by a dome atop. Dial with Arabic
numerals, with pendulum. Mark to read "Made in France" on the back. H: 14 in.
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8055: GILT BRONZE MARBLE MANTEL CLOCK USD 800 - 1,200

Adorned with two figures of cherub on top, and flanked all over with ormolu. The metal clock with a dial that has both Arabic and
Roman numerals appended to the marble stem rising from a gilt bronze and marble base. Mark GELOT. H: 15 in.

8056: FRENCH WHITE PORCELAIN CENTERPIECE USD 600 - 800

Beautifully painted with gilt details with cherubim in relief on the body, and on its bottom. Mounted on a gilt bronze base with rococo
design, and wide gilt vertical bands, ring handles and rim frame secure the dish.H: 8 1/2 in. W: 16 1/2 in.

8057: C.R. CROOKSHANK MOVEMENT WOODEN CARRIAGE CLOCK USD 1,500 - 2,000

A charming and decorative carriage clock with light green wooden and glass case, with a metal handle on top. Beautifully painted
with landscape scenes on the wooden case.H: 18 in.

8058: CHINESE ENAMELLED MILLEFLEUR VASE USD 400 - 600

Beautifully painted with enamel of blossoming flowers all around the vase, against a black background. H: 18 in.

8059: WOODEN AND BRONZE FIGURE OF A CHILD USD 300 - 600

Sitting on top of the wooden base covered with a rug and holding a mirror. H: 22 1/2 in. W: 22 1/2 in.

8060: PAIR OF GILT BRONZE & MARBLE EIGHT-ARM CANDELABRA USD 2,500 - 3,500

Of 19th Century. The light green marble bodies of the candelabra are urn shaped and flanked by gilt bronze ram heads on the sides.
Eight candle arms are shaped as blossoming floral stems; mounted on light green marble plinth. H: 30 in.

8063: ENGLISH INLAID WOODEN BOX WRITING CASKET USD 200 - 400

Of rectangular form, the hinged top opening to reveal a secret compartment with folded leather top and smaller compartments for
writing implements.H: 7 in. W: 15 3/4 in. Depth: 10 in.

8066: LE ROY ET FILS WHITE MARBLE & GILT BRONZE CLOCKSET USD 1,500 - 2,000

With a pair of tazza. Heavily cast all around and the clock is adorned with a bronze figural group on top of a sleeping cherub and a
child. Marks to read on the back of the clock to read Le Roy et Fils, and No. 4316.H: 16 in.
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8067: 19TH C. SILVER-PLATED JARDINIERE CENTERPIECE USD 600 - 800

Heavily cast with plenty of elaborate scrolling details.. With the original lining.L: 19 in. Depth: 10 in.

8068: ITALIAN HANDPAINTED PORCELAIN PORTRAIT OF A LADY USD 200 - 300

The convex porcelain plaque is beautifully painted of a lady's portrait, mounted in a circular, gilded frame.Diameter: 6 in.

8069: PATINATED BRONZE FIGURAL GROUP,  MOTHER & CHILD USD 600 - 800

Modeled as a mother and her child in tender embrace, with magnificent details. Mounted on an ebonized wooden plinth.With Plinth:
L: 14 in.Figural Group Only: L: 10 in.

8070: SMALL COBALT BLUE BACKGROUND BONBON DISH USD 200 - 250

Finely painted with a lover scene in the center of the porcelain dish with gilt details, against a cobalt blue background, the rim with gilt
bead rail; signed on lower right to read NORS. Mounted on a gilt bronze frame with a cobalt blue ground porcelain on circular
splayed bronze foot.L: 10 in. H: 4 in.

8071: SMALL SEVRES SALMON PINK-GROUND TUREEN USD 400 - 500

Beautifully hand-painted with blossoming flowers and musical instruments in cartouche, and all around with gilt details, the rim of the
dish with gilded rail, and its cover is in matching design. It was fitted on gilt bronze frame base standing on four acanthus feet,
flanked by handles on the sides and an acorn finial. Sevres mark to the bottom.L: 8 1/2 in. H: 6 in.

8072: SILVER-PLATED CENTERPIECE WITH MIRROR PLATEAU USD 500 - 800

A two-piece set, the mirror plateau shaped as waisted cartouche with a gilt gallery rail and ring handles, while the centerpiece is a
deep oval dish partially lobed, and chased on the rim with circular foot slender handles. the Mark to the bottom.L: 16 1/2 in.

8073: ORMOLU-MOUNTED SEVRES PORCELAIN CENTERED DISH USD 200 - 300

The round dish bowl beautifully hand-painted with a lover scene in the center interior, bordered with sky blue band with gilt details,
and the entire bowl's rim decorated with bronze beads. Mounted on a gilt bronze tripod frame, and secured with out-scrolled handles
of mythical maiden heads.L: 10 1/2 in. H: 5 in.
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8074: MAROON GROUND SEVRES  PORCELAIN WINE COOLER USD 500 - 1,000

Beautifully hand-painted with heavily-gilded medallions of a lover scene and blossoming flowers on the body, against the maroon
background, and raised on a short circular foot. Flanked by two gilded handles on the sides. Sevres mark with M on the bottom.H: 7
in.

8075: PAIR OF ANTIQUE CRYSTAL LUSTERS,CONVERTED AS LAMPS USD 500 - 700

Converted as a pair of electric lamps. With two glass covers and crystal drops.H: 17 in.

8076: BEAUTIFUL SEVRES ENAMELLED CLOISONNE CENTERPIECE USD 1,000 - 1,200

Mounted with gilt bronze frame, and beautifully decorated with enamel around the rim. Magnificently hand-painted with a scene of
nobles playing music in the lush woods.L: 16 1/2 in.

8077: BEAUTIFUL ROYAL DOULTON PORCELAIN PLATE USD 200 - 300

Mounted with a silver rim with mark. Beautifully hand-painted in the center and around the borders with colorful birds, against a
purplish blue background. Marks on the bottom to read 8215; and Royal Doulton England.Diameter: 11 1/2 in.

8078: GROUP OF TWO SMALL PORCELAIN DISHES USD 200 - 300

Comprising of a Sevres porcelain dish beautifully hand-painted of a noble woman in the center, bordered by a sky blue band with gilt
details. With mark on the bottom; and a lovely tray of porcelain plate centrally painted with a flower in a bead frame and floral borders
along the rim, fitted in a bronze frame with handle. Mark on the bottom. Sevres Dish: Diameter: 7 1/2 in. Rectangular Dish: L: 11 1/2
in.

8079: FINE 19TH C. SILVER-PLATED AND GLASS CENTERPIECE USD 800 - 1,000

Modeled as a child on an elaborate tripod base holding aloft a beautiful iridescent blue floral dish.H: 16 in.

8080: PAIR OF GILT SEVRES PORCELAIN PLATES USD 800 - 1,000

Each centrally and delicately hand-painted with a lady's portrait bordered by sky blue bands with gilt details and floral rim. Mark on
the bottom.Diameter: 9 1/2 in.
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EXCLUSIVE ESTATE OF A BEVERLY HILLS COLLECTOR

8081: SET OF TWO SEVRES PORCELAIN PLATES USD 400 - 600

Each plate is finely painted in the center with cherubim with a family crest; bordered by sky blue bands with beautiful gilt details.
Mark on the bottom of each plate to read Sevres 1844. (One of the plates is restored) Diameter: 9 1/2 in.

8082: SET OF FIVE SEVRES PORCELAIN PLATES USD 1,000 - 1,500

Beautifully hand-painted in the center of blossoming flowers, bordered in sky blue bands with matching three floral cartouche around,
and with gilt details. Diameter: 9 in.

8083: SET OF EIGHT 19TH C BEAUTIFUL SEVRES PLATES USD 2,000 - 3,000

Each plate is beautifully hand-painted with figural scenes in the center, bordered in sky blue bands with gilt details.Diameter: 9 in.

8084: BEAUTIFUL FRENCH NEEDLEPOINT OF A HUNTING SCENE USD 200 - 300

Giltwood framed. The needlepoint depicts a hunting scene amongst a forest with dogs and birds with great details.With Frame: L: 21
in. H: 21 in.

8085: 19TH C. OBLONG-SHAPED PORCELAIN JARDINIERE USD 1,400 - 1,800

Beautifully hand-painted around the porcelain jardiniere with children playing; flanked by two lion-head ring handles on two sides.
With the original metal lining. The rim is chipped. L: 20 in. Depth: 7 in.

8086: JAPY FRERES GILDED METAL MANTEL CLOCK GARNITURE USD 2,000 - 3,000

A heavily gilded clock with gilded cherub on top, flanked with two matching candelabra elaborately mounting the pink porcelain
vases. Stamped mark on the clock to read Japy Freres.H: 16 1/2 in.

8087: PAIR OF LIGHT PINK PORCELAIN STEM DISHES USD 150 - 250

Each with a tall stem, with light pink background; beautifully hand-painted centrally with blossoming flowers, and gilt detail around the
rim, matching the base. One of the dishes has some hair cracks.Diameter: 9 1/2 in.

8088: COVER LOT USD 100,000 - 200,000

**PLEASE DO NOT BID ON THIS LOT -- FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSE ONLY**
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